VTEL’s High Definition PC-Integrated Codec turns your HDTV into a Professional HD Videoconferencing System

The VTEL HDPC Codec is a very affordable and easy to use full capability HD communications platform. It enables full motion HD video and crystal clear audio on your high definition television.

It also communicates with all other H.323 standards videoconferencing systems via the public Internet.

Data sharing is standard with the VTEL HDPC so you can share your PC-based content (like PowerPoint slides) with the remote videoconference participants.

Unlike all other videoconferencing systems, the VTEL HDPC system is also highly useful when not engaged in a videoconference. You can use the powerful PC for streaming content like CNN from the Internet, make local PowerPoint presentations, and play any DVD.

A wireless full-size PC keyboard controls the VTEL HDPC codec. This includes all videoconferencing functions like camera control. There is no need to learn a new user interface for anyone who knows how to operate a PC.

Plus, there are available USB data ports for the user to plug in their flash drive to view pictures, documents, and presentations.

Because of the built-in PC, what else can you do with your VTEL system?

Stream Internet programs

Surf the Internet

PowerPoint Presentations

Training DVDs